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Abstract 

Art education has readied a disgraceful stage in our school because of the 
nonchalant attitude towads it. This paper therefore, examines some of those 
faclorts thai hinders its progress and promotion in our schools so as to 
refocus it. Lack of qualified teachers, funds understanding of values as well as 
negative attitude of students and other stakeholders are the major 
problems identified. A number of recommendations were given, Art 
orientation and regular supervision as well as equipped Art studios for 
secondary schools and creative center for primary schools were advocated of 
train, equip and prepare the Nigeria child. 

Introduction 
Art as a discipline has several meanings. To some people, Art is a subject that has emotional or 

therapeutic value while to others, Art is regarded as human skill, applied to acts of imitation and design, 
painting and architechure. It is also subject that is the exclusive preserve of only the artistically 
gifted or the never do wells and its all about drawing and painting. 

The above speculations are not true since Art involves all that human beings engage in from 
time immemorial and revolves round different activities which sharpen is definition. Art is more than 
mere drawing painting picture making or sculpture it is the visual representation of human thoughs, 
feelings thai satisfies one's craving dfor beauty (Irivwierri, 1999). It is a universal language not 
spoken but in visual form, that is a silent communication that uses the eyes as a,medium of 
perception. 

Uzoaga (1978), in a broader perpec tive sees Art as a human conception that is made to 
manifest through the skillful use of a medium. This implies that for any thing to be done, put together or 
made, it must be accomplished by human skills. 

Education on the other hand has been pereceived in various ways. Whawo (1991), reveals 
that some authors define education as the aggregate of the process by which a person or an individual 
develops abilities, aptitudes and all forms of postive values in the society in which he lives. 

Art Education therefore, is a course designed to meet the professional needs of students who 
plan to leach are and are interested in the development of innovative art programme for schools and 
colleges (Onakufe and Igun 1997). It examine the various aspects of Art with particular reference to its 
aims, objectives, philosophy, curriculum, leaching material, method, administration, classroom 
arrangement, management and demonstration. 

Jt also encompasses such as the theory and practices of Art History, Aesthetic, Appreciation, 
materials provisiobn and improvement, problems and solution. 

The paper is therefore,.an attempt to x-ray the factors militating against the study of Art ed 
ucation in Nigeria schools. 

Factors that Inhibit Artstic Education in Nigeria Schools 
The National Policy on Education (2004), reveals that the Federal Governemnt realing the 

importance of Art and culture in the development of science and technology, has given Art its 
legitimale right in the nation's educational system and as such, Art is taught as an integrated subject in 
our schools but not inluded in an integrated form in the school curriculum. Art retains the notion that 
it is merely drawing and painting as it were in the colonial days, a situation that gradually hinders 
its promotion. 

More so the importance of Art in cultural, commercial and industrial development of the 
nation was also not established even the ability of students to understand and appreciale ils role in 
structional growth of the society was not emphasized as well as the part played in the visual impact of 
information, nor was the importance to visual literacy expose to Ihe society at large. All this put 
together affects the growth, developmenl and understanding of Art in our society. 

Apart from the afore mentioned, the following among others are the more pronounced of the 
factors that hinder the promotion of Artistic Education in our schools. 

 Students attitude toward the subject 



 Lack of parental interest 
 The school and its management 

Inadequacy of Qualified Art Teachers 
A major hindrance to the promotion of Art education in our schools is the shortage of fine Art 

teachers. When we say fine Art teacher, we are talking of the facilitators of knowledge whose 
relationship with students/pupils revolves itself essentially as translation, interpretation, interaction, 
exposure and mutual learning, a motivator, stimulator who provide value judegment, standards serves 
as a resource person. 

To get a professionally trained graduate in art, who is exposed to both acadimic and 
professional creative practices to teach fine art in school. Fine Art teachers often leads to neglect and 
attention to creation Art practices in school. A situation term, acute shortage of qualified teachers is a 
major problem that cuts across so many in our society today hindering the teaching of the subject as 
well as discouraging students form reading Fine Art as a course in higher institution of learning. 

Emeji (2001: 23), attest to the fact that many schools in Nigeria are in dire need of Art 
teacher due to the fact that the turnover is ridiculously low or that the few available ones are assigned 
to more than three schools while some schools have none. 

This implies that the numbers of Art teacher in schools today are insufficient to cope with the 
demand of the new national Policy on Education (NPE). In some cases only one Art teacher serves. 
the whole school, that is the ration of I to 500 against 1 to 15 thereby reducing efficiency while in 
most schools, the subject suffers in the hands of Home Economics and Introduction to Technology 
teachers who are not grounded in the field to make any impact on student/ pupils thereby jeopardizing 
creative and manipulative skill of students, 

Today, about 70% of primary school and 60% of secondary school do not teach the subject at 
all to lack of teachers. This is a major problem to the growth of Art education in our schools. 

Students' Attitude Towards the Subject 
Attitude is a predisposition to act on a positives or negative way towards an event, ideal or 

object (Me Donald, 1965). It is an external state that influences the choice of personal action made by 
individual and various from positive to negative (Gagne, 1977). 

Positive attitude towards Fine Art follows one or more experiences of success while negative 
attitude result from repeated instances of failure. Students who are at the receiving end of teaching 
learning process have both positive and negative attitude towards the subject, some think Art is more 
of drawing and painting hence demand less brain and intelligence, others it as a leisure, what is to be 
done if we have nothing to do. 

On the other hand, certain students assume that the subject is too difficult so, develop 
negative attitude that they cannot fraw. Others believes that they are fitted in it (Wangboje, 1982). 
while some run out of class during or when is time for fine Art lesson because they do not like the 
subject. To this end, teachers are faced with negative response of student to lesson, convincing them to 
take correction on their works become too cumbersome to handle. 

From the fore going it is clears that students are not sufficiently informed of the role of Fine 
Art in their overall development in education. This situation has adverse effect on the promotion of 
Art education in Nigeria as well as its relevance and sustainability. 

Lack of Parental Interest 
The introduction of cultural subjects of which includes Art in the school curriculum, is a 

concrete move to restore and bring the culture of the people alive as well as to maintain a sense of 
cultural identity so said Wagboje (1966), but, parents fail to encourage their children on creative 
exercise by not providing basic Art materials for them to use. 
They assume that Art is not an important subject like law, medicine, accountancy, banking and so 
on. This conservative attitudes of some parents towards the subject in school have a far  reaching 
effect on the students choice of career, interest performance as well as hinder Art promotion and its 
effective teaching. Our parents put pre-eminence to science and technology and fail to see Art as a 
worthy foundation upon which we build. They want their children to read law, medicine, 
engineering and in most cases, refuse to provide their children with recommended Art materials/ 
textbooks. They fail to understand that Art manifest itself in a number of course in the Senior 
Secondary School Curriculum. These include carpentry-aid wood work, welding and metal work, 



glass work, tailoring and dress making, driving, cinematographic projection, photography, dramatic 
Arts, music, drawing, interior decoration and book binding (NERC, 1980). 

Most of our parent also fail to understand that Art is the very foundation upon which our 
human existence, our life in the society rests. The houses we live in, the cloths we wear, the vases in 
which we display our flowers, the furniture we use are products of Art. Infact, we are all consumers of 
Art products (Irivwieri, 1999). 

Even in the sciences, ability to fraw and illustrate diagrams accurately help the students far 
more than he may be able to do in words, more so, letters, figures, symbols, pictograms, diagram etc 
that scientist, medical doctors and mathematician use and apply in simplifying and solving scientific 
and mathematical problems are designed by Artistic thoughts (Emeji 2001). This misconception in 
parents that if a child learns Art, he /she will not realize the dreams for self-reliance and sustainable 
development in the society therefore affects the promotion of Art education in our school. 

The School and Its Management  
School Administrators and none Art teachers do not appreciate Art as a result see no need 

spending money on its materials (Avae, 1990). To them it is a subject that is not essentials for child 
development like English, mathematics and the sciences. This lack of interest on the side of the 
school heads to Art teacher not getting co-operation from them in term of basic equipment and 
material which will help in promoting the subject within the school and its immediate environment 
(Iriwieri, 1998:34). 

Apart from the afore mentioned, the subject suffers a lot of humiliations such as omission in 
time table, placed one in a week, less valued, seen as enjoyable hobby in the curriculum, lacked 
proper supervision and acceptability. The school heads even refuse the appropriate body responsible 
for posting to post Art teacher to their schools due to the same lack of interest do not include the 
subject in then exams in most cases. 

This low spirited attitude of the school climate is unfavourable, thereby posing a lot of 
hindrance to its promotion. In our schools, even the non Art teacher are not left out. 

Way Forward 
To find solution to these nagging issues of inadequacy in the promotion of Fine Art 

Education in our schools, to achieve our dream of self-reliance, and to attain its relevance for 
a sustainability and national development in our society, there is need to focus our attention on the 
Art Educations, who teach the subject, the students who are at the receiving end, the parents of 
students who decides and encourage their children on the subject, the school its management, 
curriculum, provision of material and equipment as well as the general public and Government. 
These are the major stakeholders in the promotion/patronage of Art and its Education in our schools 
and society at large. ! 

Of a truth, the Fine Art teachers are very few to cope with their demand and most of the few 
available ones, are not grounded in the field to make any meaningful impact on the pupils. This 
fewness and importance of the teachers is due to lack of incentives, poor condition of service, delay in 
payment of allowances, frequent transfer, insecurity, lack of in-service training poor retirement 
benefits, lack of promotion, poor status, lack of co-operation between staff and school heads among 
others. 

The negative attitudes of Art students, non Art Students, teacher, parents, school heads, the 
General public and Government towards fine Art Education affects its promotion, this is due to mis-
information on the roles. And value in the over all development of Education, individual, the society 
at large and the nation. Further more, the school and its management ignores Fine Art Education, 
they deny the subject (Fine Art) space (Studio), material and facilities and materials to enable it gain to 
effectively achieve its national objectives. 

In a nutshell, the poor recognition and non acceptability of the subject by the General Public 
is due to the fact that proper attention has not been given to it in our society hence, Governemnt 
disallowed Artist from participating in the policy making bodies, school curriculum planning, 
Educational board as well as in decision taking resulting in seeing it as new valueless. 

Recommendations 
The paper recommends the following   

 There is need for the ministry of Education to establish an Art inspectorate unit to 
monitor recruitment and posting of Art teachers. 



 There should be constant interaction between students and other stakeholders to 
ensure proper enlightenment.  

 Individual and other stakeholders should explore all revenues to ensure the revival 
of Art Education in Nigeria. 
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